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by Ruben G. Rumbaut
This piece was originally presented November 7, 1992 as the keynote address for
the Eighth Annual Juan Luis Tienda Scholarship Banquet presented by the Hispanic
Law Students Association (HLSA). The author is now Professor of Sociology at Michigan State University. He also holds appointments at MSU 's Institute for Public Policy
and Social Research and at The University of Michigan s Center for Research on Social
Organization. At the time of this presentation, he was Professor of Sociology at San
Diego State University and Senior Research Fellow at the Center for U.S.-Mexican
Studies at The University of California, San Diego.

It was almost exactly one year ago tonight, in Chicago, that I first learned of Juan
Luis Tienda, a former President of this Hispanic Law Students Association, and of the
HLSA scholarship that bears his name. Who could have guessed then that I would be
addressing you tonight, trying to connect his biography, the meaning of his life and of
this scholarship, to a larger historical theme: that of ethnic diversity and immigration,
especially of Hispanic groups, in the United States today? Or even more improbably,
that I would be marrying his sister Irene Tienda in December of 1992, thus connecting
two families of Cuban and Mexican immigrants. Juan Luis himself had been engaged
to marry his Cuban fiancee in December of 1976, a wedding cut short by his tragic
death a few months earlier that year. But biography and history are full of irony, always
surprising us with the unexpected. And so it is with a deepened sense of irony that I
have sketched by remarks this evening.
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In The Book of Embraces (Libro de los Abrazos), the Uruguayan novelist
Eduardo Galeano has a haunting passage - he called it a "celebration of contradictions" - that expresses vividly that dialectical sense of irony and poetic justice I want
to convey to you tonight. "Memory," Galeano wrote, "is born every day, springing
from the past and set against it... Human history .. .is born as it -dies and builds as it
destroys ... Every loss is a discovery. Courage is born of fear, certainty of doubt. What it
all comes down to is that we are the sum of our efforts to change who we are. Identity
is no museum piece sitting stock-still in a display case, but rather the endlessly astonishing synthesis of the contradictions of everyday life." In this spirit I have entitled my
remarks "A Hunger for Memory, A Thirst for Justice." I mean that both in a biographical and in a historical sense.
Biographical, because Juan Luis' life was animated above all by a search for
justice - in a way, that was his "sum of his efforts to change who he was" - and
because we meet tonight in the shadow of his memory: in awarding scholarships to
talented Hispanic law students who embody the ideals and the commitments that
characterized his own thirst for justice, we meet to honor his memory, and to keep it
alive in our own. My words, then, are meant as a heartfelt remembrance, especially in
the Spanish sense of recordar, "to remember," which comes from the Latin re-cordis,
"to pass back through the heart."
Historical, because it was almost exactly 500 years ago that "Hispanic Americans" were born in that fateful encounter between Europe and the Americas that
changed the world forever and that raised fundamental and still tmresolved questions of
memory, identity, andjustice.1 For Hispanic Americans in the United States the task of
discovering ourselves in history, and of reexamining and illuminating the Hispanic
origins of our American past, is made particularly difficult because in American popular
culture the American past has been portrayed as the story of the expansion of English
America rather than the stories of the multiethnic peoples and cultures - American
Indian, European, African, mestizo, mulatto, and Asian - that comprise our national
heritage. As the African proverb says, "Until lions have their own historian, histories of
the hunt will glorify the hunter." And in the United States, furthermore, a historical
sensibility - a "hunger for memory" - is not a notable virtue.

Still, racial and ethnic diversity and inequality have been central themes of the
history of the United States, shaped over many generations by the European conquest of
indigenous peoples and by massive waves of both coerced and uncoerced immigration
from all over the world. Indeed, immigration and conquest - by hook or by crook have been the originating processes by which American ethnic groups have been
formed and through which, over time, the United States itself has been transformed into
arguably the world's most ethnically diverse society, with sizable communities of
people drawn from every continent on earth. The familiar Anglocentric story of the
origins of the nation typically begins with the founding of the first permanent English
settlement in America at Jamestown, Virginia, in 1607, and with the arrival of the
Pilgrims at Plymouth, Massachusetts, in 1620. Until very recently the "Hispanic"
presence in what is now the United States was little noted (the term itself was not used
by the Census Bureau until 1970), although that presence antedates by a century the
creation of an English colony in North America and has left an indelible if ignored
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Spanish imprint, especially across the southern rim of the United States, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific. Even in Virginia, Americans who know of the English colonies
at Roanoke and Jamestown have probably never heard of the mission established in
Virginia many years earlier, in 1570, by Spanish Jesuits.
In fact, the Spanish origins of the United States date to 1513, when Juan Ponce de
Leon first came to La Florida, as he named it, and Spanish St. Augustine in Florida is
the oldest continuously occupied European settlement in the continental United States.
By the time of the American Revolution, Spain had cast a wide net of Hispanic culture
and communities stretching from San Diego and Los Angeles to San Francisco on the
west coast; throughout the Southwest from Tucson to Santa Fe, El Paso and San
Antonio; along the Mississippi River from St. Louis to New Orleans (where, incidentally, nearly all of the oldest buildings in New Orleans' so-called "French Quarter" were
constructed during the city's Spanish era); and eastward through towns that stretched to
Florida's Atlantic coast by way of Mobile, Pensacola, and Tallahassee. Between the
two coasts, Spain claimed much of the American South and the entire Southwest - at
least half of the U.S. mainland - and Spain governed these areas for well over two
centuries, a period longer than the U.S. has existed as an independent nation.
Thousands of place names, from California to Cape Canaveral, silently testify to
these Spanish antecedents, as well as others for whom the Spanish derivation is not so
obvious: for instance, as the historian David Weber reminds us, Key West derives from
Cayo Hueso (literally "Bone Key"), words that English speakers would mispronounce
and misspell. (Perhaps here in Michigan you may have heard of the humorous story
that Canada's name resulted from Spanish exploration in the early 16th century. When
Jacques Cartier met Indians along the coast of Newfoundland, they reportedly greeted
him with the only European words they knew - "aca nada" - meaning in Spanish
"nothing is here"!)
In any case, our histerical memory is further clouded by lingering, almost subconscious anti-Hispanic prejudices and stereotypes whose roots go to colonial rivalries in
the 16th century between Spanish America and English America, and especially to antiSpanish propaganda in Protestant Europe and America that built into the hispanophobic
Leyenda Negra (Black Legend), now centuries old, whose original intent was to
denigrate and delegitimize Catholic Hispanic culture throughout the world. Ironically,
this Black Legend gained impetus from the work of a remarkable Spanish man born in
Seville in 1484, Bartolome de Las Casas. Few figures symbolize so profoundly the
ambiguities and contradictions of the conquest and colonization of America.
Las Casas was a lawyer (like Juan Luis and like you) who studied law at the University of Salamanca, then an encomendero and slave owner in Cuba, and finally a Dominican friar, who witnessed firsthand the brutality of the Spanish conquistadores. 2
Vividly and tirelessly, for half a century he sought justice and brought the plight of the
Indians to the attention of the Spanish monarch, especially in his Brevisima Relacion de
la Destruccion de las Indias (1552), which shocked Spanish society with its revelations
and his argument that "Indians must voluntarily accept Spanish rule before it is legitimate," but also helped to make Spain the only empire of its time, and the first empire in
history, to debate with itself on the nature and justice of its colonial policies in the
Americas. From that debate was born the modem concept of international law, based
on the universality of human rights, as elaborated by 16th century jurists and intellectuals like Francisco de Vitoria and Francisco Suarez.
Paradoxically, Las Casas' Relacion was exploited by Spain's rivals (especially the
English, Dutch and French) to portray Spaniards as a uniquely cruel and depraved race:
the Leyenda Negra. That legend was kept alive whenever conflict arose between
English- and Spanish-speaking societies in America in the 1800s, especially during the
Texas Revolt (1836), the U.S.-Mexican War (1846-48), and the Spanish American War
(1898). (During the Spanish American War, in fact, a deluxe edition of Las Casas'
Relacion, complete with Theodor de Bry's famous drawings, was published and
circulated by a New York publisher.) This was the case above all in the American
Southwest: for a full century after the 1840s, Mexican Americans were subjected to

laws, norms and practices similar to the Jim Crow system that discriminated against
blacks after the Civil W~ - injustices, most deeply rooted in Texas, that caused
Hispanics in the Southwest to see themselves as foreigners in a foreign land.

Nonetheless, today that long-muted Hispanic presence has emerged, seemingly
suddenly, as a pervasive fact of American life (and of American spice: Pepsico's Pizza
Hut just came out with a "fajita pizza," the enchilada is vying with the hamburger in
every fastfood outlet, and Time magazine recently metaphorized that "there's jicama in
the salad"). Once again, history is filled with unintended consequences, and one of the
ironies of the history of a nation that expanded its influence and "manifest destiny" into
Latin America and the Caribbean is that, in significant numbers, their diverse peoples
have come to the United States and themselves become "Americans."
Of the 249 million people counted by the 1990 U.S. census, Hispanics accounted for
22.4 million, or 9 percent of the total population (up 53 percent from the 14.6 million
counted in 1980 and nearly sextupling the estimated 4 million in 1950). The official
total is not adjusted for an estimated undercount of one million Hispanics, nor does it
include the 3.5 million Spanish-speakers living in Puerto Rico. This sharp increase in
the Hispanic population has been largely due to recent and rapidly growing immigration
from Latin America and the Caribbean. Indeed, for the first time in U.S. history,
Latinos now form the largest immigrant population in the country. Only Mexico,
Argentina and Colombia have larger Spanish-origin populations in all Latin America.
If current trends continue, Hispanics as a whole may surpass Afr~an Americans in
population size sometime in the next decade.
About 60 percent of all U.S. Hispanics are of Mexican origin (13.5 million) and 12
percent are Puerto Ricans (2.7 million on the mainland, excluding the 3.5 million in
Puerto Rico 3), making them the nation's largest ethnic minorities after African Americans. Only four other groups had populations in 1990 above one million: American
Indians; the Chinese (the nation's oldest and most diversified Asian-origin minority,
originally recruited as laborers to California in the mid-19th century until their exclusion in 1882); Filipinos (colonized by the U.S. for the first half of this century and also
recruited to work in plantations in Hawaii and California until the 1930s); and Cubans
(who account for 5 percent of all Hispanics and whose immigration is also tied closely
to the history of U.S.-Cuba relations). The original incorporation of all of these sizable
groups, except the oldest (American Indians) and the newest (Cubans), was characterized by processes of labor importation.
What is more, while the histories of each took complex and diverse forms, the four
largest ethnic minorities in the country -African Americans, Mexican Americans,
Puerto Ricans and American Indians - are peoples whose incorporation originated
largely involuntarily through conquest, occupation and exploitation (followed, in the
case of Mexicans and Puerto Ricans, by mass immigration during the 20th century,
much of it initiated by active labor recruitment by U.S. companies), setting the foundation for subsequent patterns of social and economic inequality. The next three largest
groups - the Chinese, Filipinos and Cubans - are today largely composed of immigrants who have come to the U.S. since the 1960s, but building on structural linkages
established much earlier.
Indeed, while today's immigrants (the largest flows since the peak years of immigration at the tum of the century) come from over 100 different countries, the majority
come from two handfuls of developing countries located either in the Caribbean Basin
or in Asia, all variously characterized by significant historical ties to the U.S. The
former include Mexico (still by far the largest source of both legal and illegal immigration), Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Jamaica and Haiti, with El Salvador emerging
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in the Western
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prominently as a source country for the first time during the 1980s; the latter include the
Philippines, South Korea, Vietnam, China (including Taiwan) and India. In each case,
their historical relationships with the U.S. have variously given rise to particular social
networks of kin and kith that over time serve as bridges of passage to the United States,
linking places of origin with places of destination, opening "chain migration" channels,
and giving the process of immigration its cumulative and seemingly spontaneous
character.
In this vein, Alejandro Portes has argued cogently with respect to Mexico and Puerto
Rico that "[T]he countries that supplied the major Spanish-origin groups in the United
States today were, each in its time, targets of [an] expansionist pattern [of] U.S.
intervention .. .In a sense, the sending populations were Americanized before their
members actually became immigrants to the United States ... The rise of Spanishspeaking working-class communities in the Southwest and Northeast may thus be seen
as a dialectical consequence of past expansion of the United States into its immediate
periphery ... Contemporary migration patterns tend to reflect precisely the character of
past hegemonic actions by regional and global powers." The Mexican-American writer
and filmmaker Luis Valdes put it plainly: "We did not, in fact, come to the United
States at all. The United States came to us." Poetic justice: what goes around comes
around.
To be sure, there are many possible factors - economic, political, cultural, geographic, demographic - that help explain contemporary immigration to the United
States, but none can do so adequately outside of its concrete historical context. That is,
large-scale immigration flows to the U.S. are not simply a function of state policies
regulating exit or entry, or of individual calculations of costs and benefits, nor can they
be reduced to simple push-pull or supply-demand theories, but need to be understood in
the macro-context of historical patterns of U.S. expansion and intervention, and in the
micro-context of the s.ocial networks that are created and consolidated in the process
and that help thereafter to sustain continued immigration and ethnic group formation.
Among the largest contemporary Asian immigrant groups, for example, Filipinos,
Koreans, and the Vietnamese provide various illustrations of this dialectic.
The countries of the Caribbean Basin, particularly Mexico, Puerto Rico and Cuba,
have felt most strongly the weight, and the lure, of the U.S. hegemonic presence. They
include countries that, since the days of Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson, were
viewed as belonging as if by some "laws of political gravitation" (the phrase is John
Quincy Adams' in 1823) to the "manifest destiny" of the United States, and in a
Caribbean long viewed as "the American Mediterranean" (the term is Alexander
Hamilton's). Not surprisingly, if paradoxically, given historical patterns of economic,
political, military and cultural influence established over the decades, it is precisely
these countries whose people are visibly emerging as a significant component of
American society. They are not, however, a homogeneous lot, but reflect different
histories, patterns of settlement, types of immigrants, and modes of incorporation in the
United States.

While Mexicans, Puerto Ricans and Cubans trace their main historical ties to the
U.S. to the 19th century, Mexicans are by far the largest and the oldest of Hispanic
ethnic groups, and they have been incorporated overwhelmingly as manual laborers.
When the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo ceded the lands of the Southwest to the U.S. in
1848, there were perhaps 80,000 inhabitants of Mexican and Spanish origin residing in
that territory, nearly three-fourths of them in New Mexico, with smaller numbers of
Tejanos and Californios. Toward the end of the century, with the rapid expansion of
railroads, agriculture and mining in the Southwest and of the U.S. economy generally,
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and with the exclusion of Chinese workers in 1882 and later the Japanese, Mexicans
became preferred sources of cheap and mobile migrant labor - at about the same time
that capitalist development in Mexico under the government of Porfirio Dfaz was
creating a landless peasantry.
By the early 1900s railroad lines, which expedited deliberate labor recruitment by
U.S. companies, had linked the interior of Mexico with Texas and other states of the
U.S., and large numbers of Mexican manual laborers were working from the copper and
coal mines of Arizona and Colorado to the steel mills and slaughterhouses of Chicago,
and further to Detroit and Pittsburgh. Parenthetically, Toribio Tienda, the father of Juan
Luis, came as a teenager from Mexico to Texas in the 1940s, and then to Detroit in the
1950s, where he labored for 30 years as a steelworker.
Not all these braceros returned to Mexico, and settler communities began to form
and grow. It has been estimated that as many as one million Mexicans, up to one tenth
of the Mexican population, crossed the border to the U.S. at some point during the
violent decade of the Mexican Revolution of 1910, while demand for their labor in the
U.S. increased during World War I and the 1920s. The U.S. census in 1910 counted
some 220,000 Mexicans in the country; that number more than doubled by 1920 and
had tripled to over 600,000 by 1930.
Largely at the urging of American growers, the passage of restrictive national-origins
immigration laws in 1921 and 1924 placed no limits on countries in the Western
Hemisphere, to permit the recruitment of Mexican workers when needed - and their
deportation when they were not (as happened during the 1930s, when about 400,000
were repatriated to Mexico, including many U.S. citizens, and again during the much
larger deportations of "Operation Wetback" in the mid- l 950s ). The large increase in
the Mexican-origin population in California dates to the World War II period, with the
establishment of the Bracero Program (1942-1964) of contract-labor importation
negotiated by the U.S. and Mexican governments. The end of the Bracero Program
prompted increasing flows of illegal immigration, peaking in 1986 (when the Immigration Reform and Control Act was passed) and then declining briefly but increasing and
stabilizing again since 1989.
Despite the large flows of legal and illegal Mexican immigration in recent years,
however, the 1980 census found that 74 percent of the Mexican-origin population was
U.S .-born. The Chicano experience and consciousness has gone through distinct
psychohistorical generations and has differed markedly from that of recent immigrants.
Still, the formation of the nation's second largest ethnic group retains the stamp of its
working-class origins and a history of exploitation and discrimination.
Puerto Rico, then a rural society based on subsistence agriculture and coffee exports,
was occupied by the United States in 1898 and formally acquired as part of the Treaty
of Paris which settled the Spanish-American War. The status of the islanders was left
ambiguous until the passage of the Jones Act in 1917, which gave Puerto Ricans U.S.
citizenship and made them eligible for the military draft. These provisions essentially
remained after 1947 when a new constitution defined commonwealth status for Puerto
Rico (Luis Munoz Marin, who took office in 1949, was the first governor elected by
popular vote).
This status defines the island's relationship with the U.S. and distinguishes Puerto
Ricans fundamentally from other Latin American and Caribbean peoples. As U.S.
citizens by birth Puerto Ricans travel freely between the island and the mainland, just as
one would travel from Hawaii to California, without having to pass through the screens
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service or the Border Patrol, as would foreignborn immigrants (legal or illegal) to the U.S.
Puerto Rican migration has been viewed as an exchange of people for capital. Soon
after the military occupation U.S. capital began flowing into Puerto Rico, especially
into a new and rapidly growing sugar industry which displaces subsistence peasants into
the cities and combined with high population growth to create urban unemployment.
Capital-intensive industrialization and urbanization of the island continued and rapidly
accelerated after the introduction of "Operation Bootstrap" in 1948, but failed to solve
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the urban unemployment and population growth problems, intensifying internal .
economic pressures for migration to the mainland.
Labor recruitment began in 1900, when a large group of workers went to sugar cane
plantations in Hawaii, and later as farm workers to the mainland, but became widespread among industrial employers only during and after World War II - at the same
time that cheap air travel was instituted between San Juan and New York (a one-way
ticket cost less than $50 - when mass immigration to New York reached its peak and
made Puerto Ricans the first "airborne" migration in U.S. history. The Puerto Rican
population on the mainland grew from about 12,000 in 1920, to 53,000 in 1930,
301,000 in 1950, and tripled to 888,000 in 1960. Net Puerto Rican migration to the
mainland during the 1950s (about 470,000) was higher than the immigration totals of
any country, including Mexico, during that peak decade.
Although net migration has since decreased, travel back and forth is incessant,
averaging over 3 million people annually in the 1980s. The pattern of concentration in
New York City, which accounted for over 80 percent of the total Puerto Rican population in the U.S. mainland in 1950, gradually declined to 62 percent in 1970 and under
40 percent in 1990. Of the more than 6 million Puerto Ricans in 1990, including the
populations of the island and the mainland, about 45 percent now reside on the U.S.
mainland.
Unlike Mexico, the first nation in the Americas to achieve its independence from
Spain, and Puerto Rico, the only one that has never become an independent state, Cuba
was the last in Spanish America, becoming formally independent in 1902 after a 3-year
period of U.S. military occupation following the end of the second Cuban War of
Independence (1895-1898), during which over 10 percent of the population died, and
the Spanish-American War (1898). A notable Cuban presence in the U.S. goes back to
the early 19th century, beginning what became a tradition for Cuban exiles to carry out
their political work froJ;n bases in New York and Florida. At the same time, Cuba was
the target of repeated efforts at annexation by the U.S. throughout the 19th century, and
also a main focus of U.S. trade and capital investment, though it never became a
recruiting ground for agricultural workers, as did Mexico and Puerto Rico.
U.S. economic penetration of the island increased sharply after the war and the
military occupation at the tum of the century, expanding its control over sugar production as well as other sectors of the Cuban economy, including transportation, mining,
construction, and public utilities. By 1929 U.S. direct investment in Cuba totaled nearly
one billion dollars - more than one-fourth of all U.S. investment in Latin America as a
whole, and more than that invested by U.S. capital in any Latin American country both
on a per-capita basis and in absolute terms.
Moreover, the U.S. remained heavily involved in Cuba after 1902 under the terms of
the Platt Amendment, attached by the U.S. Congress to the Cuban constitution. Not
rescinded until 1934, the Platt Amendment formalized the right of the U.S. to intervene
in Cuban internal affairs, and to lease the Guantanamo Bay naval base which the U.S.
has held ever since, and bred deep resentment of U.S. domination in various sectors of
the Cuban population. Nonetheless, an informed observer of the historical development
of close ties between Cuba and the U.S. and of the Americanization of the Cuban scene
could write that, at least in the cities, "[l]t is probably fair to say that by 1959, no other
country in the world, with the exception of Canada, quite so resembled the United
States." Still, at that time the Cuban population in the U.S. was just over 70,000.
The waves of exiles that began in earnest in 1960, in the context of the East-West
Cold War, have continued to the present in several phases, from the daily flights that
were suspended after the 1962 Missile Crisis, to the orderly "freedom flights" from
1965 to 1973, the boat flotillas from Camarioca in 1965 and Mariel in 1980, to the
increasingly desperate crossings since the deepening crisis in Cuba after 1989. Incredibly, in 1990 a 17-year-old crossed the shark-infested Florida Straits riding a
windsurfer, and in 1991 some 2,000 persons made it on inner tubes and makeshift rafts.
Despite U.S. government efforts to resettle the exiles away from Miami, many
eventually drifted back, making the city a majority-Cuban community. The Cuban

American population in the U.S. in 1990, at over 1 million, represents about 10 percent
of the total on the island. One of the many ironies of the history of U.S.-Cuba relations
is that Fidel Castro, that anti-Yankee par excellence, may have done more to deepen
structural linkages between Cuba and the U.S. than anyone else in Cuban history.

Data from the 1990 census show that while Hispanics now constitute 9 percent of the
total population, their impact is much more notable because of their concentration in
particular localities. Nearly three out of four Hispanics in the United States reside in
just four states: California. (with over a third of the total), Texas (nearly one-fifth), New
York and Florida (combining for one-sixth). By contrast, less than one-third of the total
U.S. population resides in those states. Indeed, Hispanics now account for more than 25
percent of the populations of California and Texas.
Patterns of concentration are even more pronounced for specific groups: threefourths of all Mexican-Americans are in California and Texas alone, half of the Puerto
Ricans are in the New York-New Jersey area, and nearly two-thirds of the Cubans are in
Florida. Significant numbers of Mexican-Americans and Puerto Ricans are also in
Illinois, overwhelmingly in Chicago. The category "Other Hispanic" used by the
census includes both long-established groups who trace their roots to the region prior to
the annexation of the Southwest after the U.S.-Mexico War (notably in New Mexico),
as well as recent immigrants from Central and South America and the Spanish Caribbean (with a quarter in California, another quarter in New York-New Jersey, and a tenth
in Florida).
These patterns of concentration are more pronounced still in metropolitan areas
within states, and in particular communities within metropolitan areas. In 1990, there
were 3.4 million in Los Angeles County alone, 15 percent of the national Hispanic
population and 38 percent of the total population of Los Angeles. Three other adjacent
areas in Southern California, Orange, San Diego and San Bernardino Counties, reflected
the highest rates of Hispanic population growth over the past decade and combine with
Los Angeles to account for 21.5 percent of the U.S. total.
Nearly 8 percent of the total Hispanic population resides in four boroughs of New
York City: the Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan and Queens. Half of the populations of
Dade County (Miami) and Bexar County (San Antonio) are Hispanic - principally of
Cuban and Mexican origin, respectively - as are over two-thirds of the population of
El Paso and nearly a quarter of Houston.
Indeed, the Mexican-origin population of Los Angeles today is exceeded only by
Mexico City, Guadalajara and Monterrey; Havana is the only city in Cuba larger than
Cuban Miami; San Salvador and Santo Domingo are slightly larger than Salvadoran Los
Angeles and Dominican New York; and there are twice as many Puerto Ricans in New
York City as in the capital of Puerto Rico, San Juan.
The focus on "Hispanics" as a catchall category, however, is misleading, since it
conceals both the substantial generational differences among groups so labeled, and
especially the enormous diversity of contemporary immigrants from Latin America and
the Caribbean - in national origins, racial-ethnic and class origins, legal status, reasons
for migration, modes of exit, and contexts of reception. In a recent essay I have
portrayed those differences in detail, relying on the available research literature and on
INS and census data, for all Latin American immigrant groups as well as for the main
U.S.-bom ethnic groups among Hispanic Americans. 4 Time constraints do not permit a
fuller consideration of these topics in this talk. Let me tum, instead, to a much more
personal plane.
"If, as I have argued, history presents us with an "endlessly astonishing synthesis of
contradictions," so does biography- and in particular, the life of Juan Luis Tienda, as I
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have come to know at least some aspects of it. Ontogeny, you might say, recapitulates
phylogeny. Consider:
•Juan Luis' parents had no formal education and his mother died when he was 6 years
old. Yet for the Tienda family education has been a central value and a central goal,
producing a second and now a third generation who have made and continue to make
extraordinary contributions to this society in a wide variety of fields. And when Juan
Luis graduated from high school he enlisted in the U.S. Army in 1969, in the middle of
the Vietnam War, to get his education paid for later on through the GI Bill - at the
time Juan Luis Tienda had no "Juan Luis Tienda Scholarship" that helps now make
possible for others what was not then possible for him.
• When Juan Luis was 8 to 10 years old, from June to September each year, he would
work daily almost from dawn to dusk with the rest of the family, along with groups of
70 or so Mexican farmworkers, picking tomatoes, cherries, green beans and other
produce, living under deplorable conditions typical of the lot of migrant workers. Yet
that experience perhaps more than any other shaped his passion for social justice and his
future calling in the law as an instrument of social change. And if he experienced
poverty and deprivation in his formative years, it only honed his commitment to serve
others and to focus on poverty law. In fact, while at this law school he led in the
development of legal assistance programs for migrant workers and of the Milan Prison
Project.
A few weeks ago I was able to contact Elsa Lamelas, Juan Luis' fiancee at the time of
his death in 1976. She too was a law student here then, and the person who did more
than anyone else to establish this scholarship in his name. Although we've never met, I
wrote and asked her if.she could share with us some of her memories of Juan Luis. She
responded with a moving and generous letter, in Spanish and English.

Juan Luis Tienda
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"[Juan Luis] was a person of great energy, fall ofjoy and enthusiasm. He
walked very straight, head held high, with big steps and long legs. Instead of
looking a few steps ahead like most people, he always kept his eyes on the
horizan... I met him by phone in 1974 when I applied to the University of Michigan. In those days I knew nothing about law schools. One night, still here in
Wisconsin, one Juan Tienda called to tell me I should go to Michigan, that it was
a great university, that it would suit me. He called several times, always encouraging me; at home they almost knew him by name. He was engaging, I felt the
energy over the telephone wires, and I began to speculate about him - why
would he try so hard, put so much effort into encouraging a stranger? He was
right about Michigan - it had a prestigious law school. In time, the university
accepted me and gave me a scholarship. It had Juan Tienda, and I went there.
I was not the only person whom he helped. He had credibility among other
Mexican-Americans at the school, because of the force of his personality, because
he was articulate, because of his efforts with farmworkers, because of the Milan
Prison Project. He used his influence to persuade others that everyone belonged,
and he tried to bring Puerto Ricans and Cubans as well as Mexican-Americans to
the law school. Not everyone was inclined to agree, but his view prevailed, at
least while he lived.
Juan wanted to make a difference, he wanted to help. We spent the summer of
1976 working with migrants. At one point I became discouraged, and asked him if
he really wanted to do this sort of thing forever. He asked me, what sort of thing,
and I said, well, poverty law. He said, 'Yes, I really do.' I said I didn't think I
wanted to, that I didn't know precisely what I wanted to do, but that I wanted to
practice in another area. He said that was fine by him, that I should do what I felt
was right for me. His vision had room for others; we didn't all have to march to
the same drummer.

Though he was committed and enthused by his dreams, he spoke simply, and
honestly. Oftentimes he simply was not politically correct. In 1975 the military
had a poor image, but he nevertheless asserted that the United States Army was
the best thing that happened to him, and that if he hadn't enlisted he would have
spent his life in a Detroit factory. That fact seems plain after almost 20 years, but
back then I was stunned that anyone of my generation could say something good
about the Army... I remember his descriptions of when he left home vividly. At
boot camp, he could hear others crying in their bunks at night. But he did not; he
had been through so much worse during his childhood... He actually enjoyed boot
camp - he could do so much when he finished, he felt fit and strong.
On the way to Vietnam, someone came out and addressed his unit, asking if
anyone knew how to type. They needed a typist in Japan. His hand shot up faster
than anyone else's. The others went to Vietnam, he went to Japan. 1 heard this
story a couple of times before I thought to ask when he had learned to type. He
said, I didn't know how. So, I said, what did you do? He answered, oh, I learned,
fast! I would never have had the presence of mind to raise.my hand. But that was
Juan -quick on the uptake, ingenious and confident. He spent only one month in
Saigon.
Juan did well in the Army, and he was proud of that. It gave him the taste of
success, and opened doors to the world. He traveled. At the end of his tour he
went to Germany, and worked in a JAG unit. That's where he decided he wanted
to be a lawyer, and asked what he had to do to become one. They told him he had
to go to law school. So he said he would do that. Then they said first you have to
go to college. So, he said, I guess /' ll have to do that. And he did, getting out of
Michigan State University in three years.
There are many things I could tell you about him, the summer spent with the
farmworkers, his hunting and his dog, his unexpected friendships. Of course, I
remember the first time that I saw him, in a room that the La Raza Law Students
had in the basement between Hutchins Hall and the library. After all these years,
and though I have a happy life, three kids, a husband, good health, a challenging
job and a big, lovely house, I cannot bear to think of him and of what happened to
him, or to speak of him without crying ... I want more than I could ever express to
help in your effort to remember him."

The words of Elsa Lamelas "pass back through the heart"; they humanize and
enliven our recuerdo of Juan Luis. And as we try to remember him, it may be well to
recall the words of another, written over 300 years ago: Miguel de Cervantes, toward
the end of his classic work, the first modem novel, had Don Quixote give Sancho Panza
the following instructions, which express as well as any the universal search for
identity:
"Rejoice, 0 Sancho, in the humility of your lineage, and don't be afraid to say
that you came from laboring men, for when you are not ashamed of yourself, nobody
will try to make you so; and always strive to be held thoughtful and virtuous, rather than
proud and vicious. A countless number from low beginnings have risen to high positions of great dignity, and to confirm this truth I could bring you so many examples they
would weary you. Note, Sancho, that if you follow virtue as a way of life and strive to
do virtuous deeds, you need not envy those who are born of princes and nobles, for
blood is inherited, but virtue is achieved, and thus virtue is of worth by itself alone, and
so is not birth."
A young man of humble lineage, Juan Luis Tienda strived for, and achieved, a
virtuous life. We know him best by his deeds. He himself, only 24 years old when he
died, may not have been fully conscious (who among us is?) of the historical chain of
being of which he was a part, anymore than fish are of water. Yet his short life was
meaningful and purposeful, and in his own way, above all in his thirst for justice and in
his search for meaning in his life's work, he was a representative of a long and rich
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Hispanic tradition in the Americas of students of law - from Bartolome de Las Casas,
the Spanish son of a friend of Columbus who denounced the encomienda system while
renouncing his own inherited privilege and who issued the "first cry for justice in the
Americas," to Benito Juarez, a Zapotec Indian who did not learn to speak Spanish until
he was twelve but became Mexico's great reformer and liberal president, and Jose
Martf, the criollo son of Spanish immigrants and apostle of Cuban independence whose
prolific prose and poetry was penned largely in exile - lawyers all who thirsted for
justice, who saw wrong and tried to right it.
Let Juan Luis' memory now be strengthened by what you do in HLSA and in
your chosen profession, and let what you do as Hispanic lawyers be inspired by and true
to the pursuit of justice that so animated his life. Like a bright, fleeting star, he shone
for just a moment in time - but he shone, brightly, and his light reaches us still.

Note: Space did not pennit inclusion of all footnotes with this article. For complete citations,
please contact Editor, Law Quadrangle Notes, University of Michigan Law School, Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48109-1215.
1 In October 1992, 500 years after Columbus' first voyage, the Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to
Rigoberta Menchu, a Mayan of the Quiche group from northwestern Guatemala and an activist on
behalfof Guatemalan Indian rights. Since 1981 she has lived in exile in Mexico, where she fled
after her father, mother, and brother were killed by government security forces. Parenthetically,
the year 1492 marked at once the beginning of the Spanish conquista of the Americas and the
culmination of the reconquista of Spain after nearly eight centuries of Moorish rule with the
expulsion of both the Moors and the Jews from Spain. How ironic that an empire that embraced
an ideology of "limpieza de sangre" (of racial purity and "ethnic cleansing") should have
produced the world's m!;!St racially and ethnically mixed populations in Spanish America, that
fully a quarter of all Spanish words derive from Arabic, and that the world's greatest center of
both the Spanish language and the Catholic religion today is found not in Spain but in Mexico.

In Cuba, Las Casas witnessed in one instance the slaughter of hundreds of indigenous men,
women and children, and the burning at the stake of the cacique Hatuey, an Indian chief who had
led in the resistance to the conquistadores. When a priest offered Hatuey the choice of being
executed by a sword if he would be baptized and thus go to Heaven, or be burned at the stake and
go to Hell, Hatuey asked: "Are there Christians in Heaven?" When told that there were, he chose
not to go to Heaven where such cruel men would be found. In contrast to Hatuey's immolation,
Atahualpa, the Inca usurper and ruler at the time of Pizarro's conquest of Peru, chose to be
baptized when he was given a similar choice between being burned alive as a pagan or becoming
a Christian before being strangled. Atahualpa's last words reportedly were "My name is Juan.
That is my name to die with."
2

Rubin G. Rumbaut
Although Puerto Ricans are U.S. citizens by birth, the U.S. Census only includes Puerto Ricans
living on the mainland in reporting U.S. population totals. A separate count is kept for Puerto
Rico, as well as Guam and other territories.
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This essay, "The Americans," elaborates in detail the portrait of Hispanic groups in the U.S.
presented in this talk. The book in which it appears accompanies the 10-part PBS TV series,
"Americas," broadcast nationally during January-March 1993. Professor Rumbaut was a principal
advisor for this series. Ruben G. Rumbaut, "The Americans: Latin American and Caribbean
Peoples in the United States," in Alfred Stephan (ed.), Americas: New Interpretive Essays (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1992), pp. 275-307.
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